
Accompanying mothers and children

Spiritual Training
For midwives and birth attendants

All forces of the heavens and the earth work together to give birth to new life. 

Spiritual birth attendance gives the children the possibility to come to the earth as 
awakened souls and to have helping hands at their sides from the beginning, who 
recognize them within their own light and support them. The contact with the soul 
of the child and various specific energetic methods eases the birth process for the 
mothers and promote the family’s understanding for the being of the child. The 
apprenticeship refines subtle intuition and brings a deep understanding, joy and 
fulfillment to the task of the birth attendance.

The Soul of the Child

From the spiritual perspective the children that come onto the earth are souls who 
have entered into the earth life from the consciousness of light and who thereby 
pass through various stages to become human. Each soul brings an individual 
personality with it.

At the time of fertilization in the womb the soul makes a conscious choice under 
which circumstances and in which family it will come onto the earth. From the very 
beginning the soul brings qualities and potentials with itself, so it can flow  into its 
new life path within the chosen family constellation optimally. This is how it gains a 
beginning for what it wants to develop in this life.

In the training for spiritual birth attendance insights into a new perspective are 
transmitted, as most children are not accompanied onto this earth under spiritual 
points of view. Many problems in pregnancy, during birth and afterwards arise 
because there is no contact established with the soul or significant constellations, 
which are important in the moment where the soul of the child meets the family, are
left unconsidered. 

Through guiding the perspective to a spiritual angle, all links become clear and 
certain complications can be cleared in advance.

Many children come to parents, whom they are not encountering for the first time. 
Irritating memories, which are recorded in the soul of the mother, can be resolved 
even before the birth. Beyond this the family receives the possibility to encounter 
the light of the child and the gifts that it brings with it. In the apprenticeship the 
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participants are guided as to how they can make contact with the soul of the child 
and to transfer this to the father and mother, so that already in pregnancy contacts 
are linked to recognize each other and therefore to understand each other. This is a 
relief for the birth itself and so during the birth a conscious union of the mother, the 
child and the father can be developed so that the birth process becomes an 
experience of love. Each birth is a process of light. The opportunity is offered to the 
family to immerse itself within this light and through this opening the heart. This 
helps the mother, to engage with the unity of the feminine primordial power and to 
be carried through the process of birth by this force. 

Light Consciousness 

The birth attendants learn to sustain the connection with the light during the birth 
with the child and the birth channel. The soul therefore experiences a conscious 
entry into life and does not have to go through the stages of forgetting and leaving 
its own wisdom behind it. The child experiences a birth from light into light, as it is 
accompanied and because it has helping hands at its side from the very beginning, 
that recognize its light and that support it in this light. Parents become conscious of 
the soul of the child, their own soul potential and their own light.

For accompanying the birth many supporting methods are learned, that go beyond 
medical knowledge and that give birth attendants the opportunity to prevent 
complications through energetic support. The participants are schooled to aid the 
parents in the recognition of the light and the path of their child, to accompany the 
child from the moment of its birth. The children are given the possibility to come 
onto this earth as awakened souls and to experience the light development from 
their childhood onwards, which is accompanied by their parents.  All those involved 
experience an expansion of their souls development through this process.

The apprenticeship includes opening the corresponding gateways for the relevant 
levels, so that the participants can accompany a conscious pregnancy in 
communication with the light, the levels of the soul and with the parents. They learn 
to co-create the birth as an experience of the light and to give the opportunity to the
child and the parents to experience their conscious light after the birth. The birth 
assistants are given all the tools they need, to accompany children and parents 
correspondingly, so that they can receive their child with open hearts and encounter 
them with love.

Overview of the Apprenticeship Components

The memory and the knowledge that each birth priestess holds deep within her 
heart is the key to spiritual birth attendance. In the moment of remembering, 
everything is there for us. We cannot conceive the path there through our thinking. 
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Only through inner realization is it possible to understand deep within the heart and 
to awaken in abundant knowing.

*Experiencing love as the source of each soul
*Connection to the knowing in the light
*The influence of the planets and spiritual helpers in the moment of birth – arriving 
in the body
*The divine mother, as life giving force and source of the primal power of birth
*Spiritual support, angel levels, Master levels, Avatars
*Earth as Primordial mother, principles of embodiment
*The root chakra as the impulse chakra during the birthing process, healing for the 
root chakra
*The light of conception 
*Growth in warmth and comfort
*Death and leaving the body – inversion of birth
*Initiation of the soul within the human body, the birth-death point
*Methods for supporting the birth-death point in newborns
*Making peace with own memories of birth and death

*Solar plexus, the energy of peace as birth attendant
*The experience of life flow

*Companionship through the knowing of the birth priestesses
*Knowing of the rituals of birth, knowing of being human
*Spiritual helpers, who accompany the birth assistants
*Contact with the birth channel of the soul of the children
*Methods to promote the flow of the power of the contractions/to open the cervix
*Love as feeling of security for mother and child
*Contact of the children with the spiritual helpers of their children
*Contact to the soul of the child: finding the tasks
*To be available as healers
*To get the individual soul light
*Flames of light as helpers in the birth preparation: contact of the mother to the 
child, contact of the child to the earth, remembering the own light, healing flame.

*Meridian balancing massage
*Finding harmony in the body
*To accept own knowing as birth attendant
*Three essences for accompanying the birth process
*Healing hands and fingers
*Acupuncture points
*Chakras: function and power of the pregnancy and during the birth
*Chakra balancing
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*Healing energy of the aromas, sound-waves of the aromas 
*Vedic rituals, experiencing the divine essence of birth within the creation process
*Shamanic knowledge of birth
*Thanksgiving to heaven and earth

*Schooling of inner hearing/listening
*Dissolving/release of contractions/cramps during the birth
*Feel for and releasing blockages in the energy flow
*Moon cycles and their influence on fertility, pregnancy and the birth process.
* The healing power of water

*Healing of the monthly cycle and fertility
*Supportive flower Essences
*Shamanic Gateways
*Healing plants/herbs
*Purifying ritual for the birthing room
*Nature elements, fire, water, earth, air
*Opening the gateway of light for the arrival of the child
*Power place of the birth for each family
*Access to supportive plants, especially rose

*Sita-Mudras for pregnancy…
…to strengthen the constitution of the mother
…to prepare for the widening of the pelvic floor
…for the position of the child and to strengthen the child
…for the  flow of energy in the body of the mother
…for post natal support

*finding the right name
*experiencing different soul qualities
*what does the child need to arrive
*Experiencing/Discovering the birth plan of the soul
*Healing crystals
*Crystal laying before and after the birth
*Bringing energy to the birthing room through crystals
*Crystals that need to be avoided

*The sacred breath, the power of the breath, the wisdom of the breath
*The first breath of life

*The golden temple of the moon, the intuition of the moon
*Connection (alignment) to the knowledge to know at any time during the birthing 
process, how the participants are and what they need
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*The circle of birth priestesses – The Temple of Knowledge on birth and death
*Supervision

*basics about physiologie of pregnancy / birth and how to go with symtomes and 
diagnoses as a spiritual birth attendant, even how to serve mother and child, to find 
their own way

to be part in the spiritual training with sita:
if your heart is deeply touched, call sita for an interview

these questions may guide you through:
* are you willing to support and serve mothers and children
* are you open hearted to bow to creation, our mother and to bow to the creator,  
our father, to learn from them through your heart and with your soul
* we want to do the right steps on our way of accompanying others, so we need to 
open our hearts to encounter them. are you prepared to encounter yourself, like 
every child is looking for
* do you feel the spiritual training is a part of your way to fulfil your life-task
important to know:
your soul already is a birth pristress and a spiritual and wise midwife, my task is to 
show you the way to your inner doors, to help you to open them and to guide you 
how to use your inner knowledge, sharing wisdom and love

Head of education

Sita Kleinert, born in may 1963 in Westfalen/Germany

Diploma in Physiotherapy as first profession
5 years teaching position at the Physiotherapy College in Muenster.
Self employed within own Clinic.
Post-graduate education in: pediatrics, neurology, orthopedics, psychomotor, 
nutrition and kinesiology.
*Consultant for pain processing & therapy
*Post-graduate education: family and team advisory service, 6-year part-time 
training in Potential Development and Spiritual-Soul growth with certification: 
Spiritual Teacher in Amritabha, Ribeauvillé, France
* Spiritual Training “the way of the masters”  in Florida USA
*Establishment of the Sita Ma Centre, training and light centre at Lake 
Constanz/Switzerland 2001
*Head of further Spiritual Trainings and Apprenticeships: Sita-Mudra teacher, Parent 
Guidance, Leadership through Higher Consciousness.
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